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1. What is the origin of the anti-hierarchical behaviour in the AGN 
    evolution and how is it connected to the galaxy downsizing? 
       ...e.g. SAMs: Bonili+09, Fanidakis+12, Hirschmann+12

2. How strongly is the SF coupled with AGN activity and what is 
    the relative role of AGN feedback?
3. Which are the main trigger mechanisms for AGN activity?

Zheng+09

Maggorian+98 Spheroidal galaxy properties related to BH mass 
Ferrarese & Merrit ‘00, Gebhardt+00, Magorrian+98, Kormendy&Bender12 etc
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Saro, L. Tornatore +++
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Magneticum simulations

Dolag et al., in prep

TEAM:

Klaus Dolag, A. Beck, L. 
Bachmann, V. Biffi, S. 
Borgani, A. Burkert, M. 

Hirschmann, M. Killedar, J. 
Liu, J. Mohr, G. Murante, A. 

Saro, L. Tornatore +++ (500Mpc)3
kpc resolution

Box2/hr: similarly large particle number as in the Illustris sim,
at least 40 x larger volume than in previous BH studies 

(e.g. DiMatteo+08, DeGraf+10/11, Booth&Schaye11, Khandai+14) 

Perfect for a statistical analysis and assessing the very 
luminous AGN!
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✴ TreePM-SPH code GADGET3 (Springel+05)

✴Entropy conserving formulation 
(Springel&Hernquist02)

✴Higher order kernel based on the bias-
corrected, sixth-order

    Wendland kernel (Dehnen&Aly12) + 295 
    neighbours
✴ Low viscosity scheme to track turbulence 

(Dolag+05)

✴ Isotropic thermal conduction (Dolag+04)

✴Modified SPH passes the “Blob” test and 
can reproduce Kevin-Helmholtz instabilities 
(Beck+in prep.)

✴Radiative cooling, star formation & stellar 
feedback (vwind=350km/s) (Springel&Hernquist03)

✴Chemical enrichment, SNII, SNIa, AGB (Tornatore

+03/07) & metal cooling (Wiersma+09)

✴BH growth with thermal AGN fb (Springel+05) & 
Radio-mode fb (Fabjan+10) & further 
modifications (Hirschmann+14, Bachmann+in prep.)

Magneticum
including

M. Hirschmann
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✴BH seeds (1e5M⊙) in galaxies more massive 
than galaxy stellar masses of 1e10 M⊙ 
(Hirschmann+14)

✴BH growth: mergers & stochastic 
(Eddington-limited) gas accretion following 
the Bondi-Hoyle formula:

✴ Thermal AGN feedback (Springel+05), by a factor 
of 4 increased efficiency for radiatively 
inefficient AGN (fedd<0.01) (Fabjan+10)

✴ Improved scheme to follow BHs within 
galaxy clusters: BHs are not pinned to the 
most bound particle anymore(Hirschmann+14)

✴Dynamical friction force for low resolution 
sims (Chandrasekhar 1943) from properties 
of hosting SubHalo (updated on the fly)

Ṁ• =
4⇥�G2M2

•⇤

(c2s + v2)2

ĖAGN = �r ⇥� Ṁ• c2

BH model
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PhD student Lisa Bachmann is currently 
working on improving the sub-resolution 

models for BH accretion and AGN feedback!
Bachmann+in prep.,’14
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AGN vs Star formation -- The fate of gas in galaxies
28th July - 1st August 2014, University of Durham

I. How realistic are BH 
properties & AGN 

luminosities? 
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BH-stellar mass relation

Hirschmann+14

Evolution of BH properties

BH mass function

✴ Strong evolution until z=1 (no 
significant BH growth afterwards)

✴ At z=0: massive BHs over-
estimated, but...

M. Hirschmann

✴Excellent match at z=0 
(consequence of the choice of fb eff)

✴BH-stellar mass relation in 
place at z=3
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BH-stellar mass relation
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Evolution of BH properties

BH mass function

✴ Strong evolution until z=1 (no 
significant BH growth afterwards)

✴ At z=0: massive BHs over-
estimated, but...

Bachmann+in prep.,14

Different accretion model

M. Hirschmann

✴Excellent match at z=0 
(consequence of the choice of fb eff)

✴BH-stellar mass relation in 
place at z=3
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Bolometric AGN luminosity fct.
Churazov, 2005:

Radiatively efficient AGN:

Radiatively inefficient 
AGN:

M. Hirschmann

Total released energy 
split into radiative & 
mechanical (outflow) 
component!
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Bolometric AGN luminosity fct.
Churazov, 2005:

Hirschmann+14 ✴General good match 
with obs.

✴Box2/hr: Too few 
AGN at z>3

✴Box4/uhr: 
convergence for AGN 
more luminous than 
1044 erg/s

Radiatively efficient AGN:

Radiatively inefficient 
AGN:

M. Hirschmann

Total released energy 
split into radiative & 
mechanical (outflow) 
component!
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Radio - X-ray AGN luminosities

Hirschmann+14

Radio luminosities Hard X-ray luminosities

Soft X-ray luminosities

X-ray luminosities include a 
correction for dust obscuration on 
a torus level (Hasinger08, Merloni+13)

M. Hirschmann
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Magneticum simulations Box4/uhr & Box2/hr

Hirschmann+14

Anti-hierarchical trend

✴ Simulations self-
consistently capture the 
downsizing trend!

    (see also SAMs: Bonoli+09, 
      Fanidakis+12, Hirschmann
      +12)

✴ The simplified scheme 
of BH accretion is able 
to capture the essence 
of BH growth in reality

✴What is the origin of 
the downsizing trend?

M. Hirschmann
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accretion 
at fEdd

at 0.1 fEdd

at 0.01 fEdd

Hirschmann+14

BH mass-luminosity plane

Moderately 
luminous AGN at 
low z have large 
contribution from 

massive BHs 
accreting way 

below their peak 
luminosities -- 

WHY?

M. Hirschmann
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accretion 
at fEdd

at 0.1 fEdd

at 0.01 fEdd

Hirschmann+14

BH mass-luminosity plane

Moderately 
luminous AGN at 
low z have large 
contribution from 

massive BHs 
accreting way 

below their peak 
luminosities -- 

WHY?

M. Hirschmann

Mainly gas 
density around 

the BHs 
matters:

Decreasing ρgas 
with 

decreasing z & 
increasing MBH 
due to SF and 

AGN fb
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AGN vs Star formation -- The fate of gas in galaxies
28th July - 1st August 2014, University of Durham

II. Connection between 
AGN and their host 

galaxies
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Galaxy properties

Hirschmann+14

✴ Agreement with observations at z>=1
✴ Too many massive galaxies at z<1 (too inefficient AGN fb)
✴ PhD student Lisa Bachmann is working on improving the 

accretion & fb scheme

Evolution of the stellar mass function of all galaxies

M. Hirschmann
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Probability for hosting AGN

Magneticum
Hirschmann+in prep.

✴ Luminous AGN reside preferentially in more massive galaxies
✴ The same for moderately luminous AGN at low z

M. Hirschmann
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Probability for hosting AGN

Magneticum
Hirschmann+in prep.

✴ Luminous AGN reside preferentially in more massive galaxies
✴ The same for moderately luminous AGN at low z

M. Hirschmann

COSMOS
Bongiorno+12
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Global evolution of SFR & BH accretion

✴Consistent with observations: global SFR and BH accretion rate 
densities peak at z~1-2 and decline at lower and higher z

✴But is there a correlation between SFR and Lbol at a given 
redshift?

M. Hirschmann
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AGN luminosity vs. SFR

✴ Strong correlation for luminous AGN Lbol>1045 erg/s --> AGN & 
SF most likely triggered by a common mechanism, a merger

✴Weaker-No correlation for less luminous AGN

Hirschmann+in prep.

Rosario+12

Observational situation unclear and partly contradictory:
✴Correlation: e.g. Netzer+09
✴Deviation from correlation: Lutz+08, Shao+10, Mullaney+12, Page+12, 

Santini+12/14, Rosario+12, Rovilos+12

M. Hirschmann

averaging over SFR averaging over Lbol (highly variable quantity)
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AGN trigger mechanisms
Light curves of individual AGN (higher res. run)

done by L. Bachmann

Fully statistical 
analysis in 
progress!

prel
im

inary

1e9 M⊙- black hole

M. Hirschmann
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AGN trigger mechanisms
Light curves of individual AGN (higher res. run)

done by L. Bachmann

Fully statistical 
analysis in 
progress!

prel
im

inary

✴Less luminous 
AGN not nece-
ssarily triggered by 
mergers

1e9 M⊙- black hole

M. Hirschmann

✴Luminous AGN 
(Lbol>1045 erg/s) 
triggered by merger,
typical for z<=2



Hirschmann+in prep.
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How quiescent are AGN hosts?
Relation between specific SFR and stellar mass

M. Hirschmann

Bongiorno+12 (including luminous AGN):
58-66% quiesc. AGN hosts

27-37% MS AGN hosts
Mullaney+12 (moderately lum AGN):

79% MS AGN hosts
15% quiescent AGN hosts

✴About 40% of AGN (>1043 erg/s) live in 
   quiescent hosts
✴AGN hosts are more quiescent than all 
   gal’s (>1e10M⊙), consequence of mass bias
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Summary

500Mpc-box Magneticum simulation run down to z=0 
allow for a statistical analysis of BH growth and AGN!

✴ Simulations predict a fairly realistic population of BHs and 
AGN and naturally capture the downsizing trend due to large-
scale gas density (~1-2kpc) around massive BHs 

✴Galaxy properties reasonable, but too many massive galaxies 
which are too star-forming -> L. Bachmann working on 
improving the AGN fb model

✴ AGN preferentially live in massive host galaxies which are 
slightly less star-forming than average “normal” galaxies, 
eventual additional effect of AGN fb

✴ Preliminary: At z<=2, luminous AGN and SF in the host gal’s 
seem to be connected and triggered mainly by merger events, 
less luminous not necessarily (stochastic gas accretion) 
driven by merger or connected to peak in the SFR history

M. Hirschmann
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Outlook...

M. Hirschmann
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Outlook...
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Outlook...

M. Hirschmann

A statistical approach for linking AGN with 
the host morphology (disky and spheroidal 

hosts) will be possible!
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Magneticum: Box2/hr, (500Mpc)3 & 2x15643part.  
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AGN vs Star formation -- The fate of gas in galaxies
28th July - 1st August 2014, University of Durham

Supplementary material
AGN luminosities & the connection 

with their host galaxies
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Different BH mass bins

Eddington-ratio evolution

16 Hirschmann et al.

Figure 12. Eddington ratio distributions at different redshift
steps z = 0 − 5 (indicated by coloured lines) for the Box3-hr
simulation. The vertical dashed line visualises the distinction be-
tween radio- and quasar-mode adopted in the model. The peaks
of the distributions are shifted towards lower Eddington-ratios
with decreasing redshift, what is in qualitative agreement with
observational studies (Vestergaard 2003; Kollmeier et al. 2006;
Kelly et al. 2010; Schulze & Wisotzki 2010).

tially accreting within a broad range of Eddington ratios
0.01 < fedd < 1. Overall, the majority of AGN at z = 0 are
hardly radiating at or near the Eddington limit, which is
in qualitative agreement with several observational studies
(Vestergaard 2003; Kollmeier et al. 2006; Kelly et al. 2010;
Schulze & Wisotzki 2010; Steinhardt & Elvis 2010; Kelly &
Shen 2013). For example, Kelly et al. (2010) find that the
Eddington ratio distribution (using broad-line quasars be-
tween z = 1−4) peaks at an Eddington ratio of fedd = 0.05.

Furthermore, in Fig. 13 we present a quantitative com-
parison of simulated Eddington-ratios with observational
data: the simulated mean Eddington-ratios of AGN with lu-
minosities above 1043 erg/s are plotted versus redshift (see
black line with grey shaded areas in both panels) and com-
pared to observational data of Shen & Kelly (2012) (black,
filled circles). In both simulations and observations, the
mean Eddington-ratios are decreasing with decreasing red-
shift and we find a nearly perfect agreement between them at
z ! 4. Additionally, in the simulations, we have divided the
AGN sample into different black hole mass bins (coloured
lines in the top panel of Fig. 13) and different AGN luminos-
ity bins (coloured lines in the bottom panel of Fig. 13). This
illustrates that on average, for the entire redshift range since
z ∼ 4, lowest mass black holes (blue line in the top panel)
and most luminous AGN (red line in the bottom panel) ac-
crete at the highest Eddington-ratios (0.1 < fedd < 1). In
contrast, the most massive black holes (red line in the top
panel) and the lowest luminous AGN (blue line in the bot-
tom panel) have the lowest mean Eddington-ratios. This be-
haviour is consistent with Fig. 11.

Overall, we want to point out that the interplay between
black hole mass, AGN luminosity and Eddington-ratio, we
have discussed in this section, is in good qualitative agree-
ment with previous studies of Fanidakis et al. (2012) and

Figure 13. Redshift evolution of the mean Eddington-ratios for
the Box3-hr run (black solid lines; grey shaded areas indicate the
1-σ scatter) divided into different black hole mass bins (coloured
lines in the top panel) and into different bolometric luminosity
bins (coloured lines in the bottom panel). The simulated predic-
tions match the observational mean Eddington-ratios reasonably
well at z ! 4.

Hirschmann et al. (2012) who also reproduced the downsiz-
ing trend in black hole growth, but by using semi-analytic
models. This may again confirm that such a connection be-
tween black hole masses and AGN luminosities seems to be
a necessary condition for reproducing a downsizing trend in
black hole growth.

6.3 Physical origin of the downsizing trend in our

simulations

A common problem of all currently existing, large cosmo-
logical simulations is that they are not able to capture the
detailed physical processes of gas accretion in the close vicin-
ity of the black hole due to too low resolution as a result
of the (up to now) limited computational power. Besides,
the physical description of black hole accretion is also more
complicated than typically assumed in large-scale simula-
tions (e.g. there is no spherical symmetry in reality, see
King & Nixon 2013). Thus, a very rough approximation for
the accretion process is generally adopted when performing
large-scale simulations as we have described earlier in sec-

c⃝ 2002 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–22
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Different BH mass bins

Eddington-ratio evolution

✦ Decreasing mean 
   Eddington-ratio with z 
   matching observations

✦ Low mass black holes 
   have on average the 
   highest Eddington-ratios

16 Hirschmann et al.
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Hirschmann et al. (2012) who also reproduced the downsiz-
ing trend in black hole growth, but by using semi-analytic
models. This may again confirm that such a connection be-
tween black hole masses and AGN luminosities seems to be
a necessary condition for reproducing a downsizing trend in
black hole growth.

6.3 Physical origin of the downsizing trend in our

simulations

A common problem of all currently existing, large cosmo-
logical simulations is that they are not able to capture the
detailed physical processes of gas accretion in the close vicin-
ity of the black hole due to too low resolution as a result
of the (up to now) limited computational power. Besides,
the physical description of black hole accretion is also more
complicated than typically assumed in large-scale simula-
tions (e.g. there is no spherical symmetry in reality, see
King & Nixon 2013). Thus, a very rough approximation for
the accretion process is generally adopted when performing
large-scale simulations as we have described earlier in sec-

c⃝ 2002 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–22
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Cosmological simulations of black hole growth 17

Figure 14. Mean gas density (top row), mean gas temperature (middle row) and mean relative gas velocity between the black hole
and the gas particles (bottom row) within the numerically resolved accretion region versus black hole mass at z = 2.8 (green lines),
z = 1 (orange lines) and z = 0 (red lines). We have considered only AGN with log(Lbol) > 43 [erg/s] (left column) and additionally
distinguished between the quasar (middle column) and the radio mode (right column), depending on the Eddington ratio. Irrespectively
of the redshift, the gas temperature and relative velocity is increasing, while the gas density is slightly decreasing with increasing black
hole mass.

tion 2.2. Still, as we have seen in the course of this study,
simulations seem at least to be able to reproduce the right
trends of how black holes assemble their mass and appear
as an AGN despite their relatively low spatial and mass res-
olution (compared to the physical scales at which the gas
accretion is actually happening). In other words, the gen-
eral scheme in our simulations is able to capture the essence
of black hole growth “in reality”. Therefore, to better un-
derstand the physical reason for automatically reproducing
the downsizing trend in our simulations, we directly inves-
tigate the different gaseous quantities, as the density, the
sound speed, which is proportional to the gas temperature
and the relative velocity (between the gas particles and the
black hole), which are contributing to the estimation of the
Bondi-accretion rate in the code given by Eq. 1 (by averag-
ing over all the gas particles within the numerically resolved
accretion region of the black hole).

Fig. 14 shows the mean (solid lines) and the correspond-
ing 1-σ scatter (dashed lines) of the gas density (top row),
of the gas temperature (middle row) and of the relative gas
velocity (bottom row) within the numerically resolved ac-
cretion region versus black hole mass at z = 2.8 (green),

z = 1 (orange) and z = 0 (red). All quantities are in
physical units. The mean relative gas velocity was calcu-
lated by averaging over the relative velocities between the
black hole and all the gas particles of x, y and z-components
and then by computing the norm of the mean x, y and z-
velocity. To be consistent with our earlier results for the
bolometric AGN luminosities, we have only considered AGN
with log(Lbol) > 43 [erg/s] (left column) and additionally
distinguished between an accretion in the quasar (middle
column) and the radio mode (right column), depending on
the Eddington-ratio. Irrespectively of the redshift, both the
mean gas temperature T and the mean relative velocity Vrel

are increasing, while the gas density ρ is decreasing with
increasing black hole mass when considering all AGN (left
column). This means – when taking into account equation
1 – that at any redshift the“relative” accretion rates (e.g.
accretion rate /M2

• ) tend to decrease with increasing black
hole mass. This can explain the black hole mass dependence
of the AGN number density at a given redshift as seen in the
AGN luminosity-black hole mass plane: AGN number den-
sities of massive black holes peak at low Eddington-ratios
and vice versa (see Fig. 11).

c⃝ 2002 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–22

Ṁ• =
4�G2M2

•⇥

(c2s + v2)2
Bondi-accretion:

✦ More massive BHs have lower ρgas, 
    higher Tgas and vrel → lower accretion 
    rates
✦ BHs more massive than 107 M⊙: 
   lower ρgas at lower z → lower accretion 
   rates

Gas density around the BHs matters!
Gas depletion due to SF and AGN fb

(in agreement with Hopkins et al. 2006)

Origin of downsizing

(within resolved accretion region)
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Lmech = 7.3⇥ 1036 (L1.4GHz/10
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z=0

Perfect agreement with observational 
data at z=0!

Black hole growth and AGN luminosity functions in the Magneticum Pathfinder Simulations 5

Figure 6. Top row: Evolution of the soft AGN luminosity function. Middle and bottom rows: Evolution of the hard X-ray AGN luminosity
function.

Figure 7. Radio luminosity function at z=0

5.3 Radio luminosity function

6 THE AGN LUMINOSITY FUNCTION AT

HIGH REDSHIFTS

This is the AGN luminosity function at high redshifts...

7 CONNECTION BETWEEN BH MASSES,

EDDINGTON RATIOS AND AGN

LUMINOSITIES

Having assessed our models by comparing with the ob-
served AGN LF, we now examine the consequences of our
modifications of the black hole growth prescriptions on the
Eddington ratio distribution and on the AGN luminosity-
black hole mass plane. In Fig. 10 we show the redshift
evolution of the Eddington ratio distributions for the FID
(upper panel), the DISH (middle panel) and the VEDISH
model (lower panel). Different colors indicate different red-
shift steps (z = 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6). Consistent with our
previous investigation, and typical limits of observational
samples, we consider only AGN with bolometric luminosi-
ties larger than 1043 erg/s. In all models, the fraction of
AGN that are are accreting at smaller Eddington ratios in-
creases strongly with decreasing redshift. This is because at
later times, black holes spend less of their time in the first
regime, i.e. accreting at the Eddington rate, but mainly re-
side in the second regime, the power-law decline dominated
“blowout” accretion phase. These black holes are relics from
an earlier, more active phase with higher accretion rates.

c⃝ 2002 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–11
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z>2: Constant SFR
z<2: Relation between SFR & Lbol

8 Hirschmann et al.

Figure 11. Bolometric luminosity versus black hole mass.

Figure 13. Mean SFRs versus bolometric AGN luminosity at
different redshifts. SFR and AGN luminosity correlate only at
low redshifts and high-luminous AGN.

8 CONNECTION BETWEEN AGN AND

THEIR HOST GALAXY PROPERTIES

9 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
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Mean SFR versus Lbol
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Constant SFR at high z: 
✦ No merger-triggered AGN?
✦ SB episode short & AGN 
    in blow-out phase?

Relation at low z:
✦ Preferentially merger-
    triggered AGN, merger 
    trigger also starburst?
✦ Effect of AGN fb gets 
   more important at low z?

AGN-host galaxy connection

Hirschmann & Dolag, in prep.


